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Changing Musical Canon in DePauw Piano Recitals
Eric Heaton
In the present day, it is easy to imagine the tried-and-true simplicity of the current
formula for piano recitals as something that must have always existed. A piano recital is
expected to cover specific styles, genres, and composers, with a predictable framework to
tie everything together. However, history reveals a wider and more varied offering of
pieces, composers, and performers that could be presented in any configuration on a
recital. This variety constitutes nearly half the history of the piano recital, but is not well
known today. In the present directive of looking to the future for something new as
twenty-first century musicians, one could also look into the past to see the variety in
which music existed as a serious art and entertainment simultaneously. Additionally,
knowledge on this matter may grant more presence in actively shaping the piano canon of
the future once trends from the past have been identified and understood.
The history of changes in piano recitals can be investigated using sources from
DePauw because of the numerous performances given by guest pianists. The recital
programs have been preserved by the DePauw Archives and Special Collections, making
this project possible. This paper will examine change in piano recitals from the end of the
nineteenth century to 2014, specifically by examining the collected programs of
professional visiting pianists at DePauw and observing how they fit into literature on the
subject. By analyzing these programs in the context of existing literature, recitals at
DePauw will be used to reflect the establishment, consolidation, and reduction of the
piano canon as well as changes in the structure of the solo piano recital. Such a study also
sheds light on the possible ways the solo piano recital might evolve in the near future to

present a wider range of works outside of the established canon of accepted
“masterworks” and draw new audiences to classical music.

The History of the Piano Recital
The long-term changes in piano repertoire, methods of programming, and variety in
recitals have been the topic of several studies. Ruth Anne Rich’s dissertation, “Selected
Piano Recitals in Carnegie Hall the Seasons of 1895, 1920, 1945, 1970: A Record of
Changing Musical Taste,” charts how both repertoire selection and musical tastes among
musicians and audience members changed. 1 In addition to offering a statistical overview
of changing recital repertoire, Ruth provides context for her data by discussing the
musical culture of the United States and how its evolution over time affected
performances given. For example, she attributes the small number of solo recitals in New
York in 1895 to a lack of widespread public music education, a scarcity of conservatories
to train musicians in the United States, and a strong preference for performers from
Europe over those born in North America. 2
Another dissertation by Heesun Chu, “Investigation on Piano Recital Building,”
puts less emphasis on how the canon changed and instead focuses on dissecting the
methods of building a program. 3 She argues that having variety in genres, structure of
pieces, grouping of tonalities, chronological presentation, variety vs unity, and narrative
themes is crucial to creating a successful program. Other ideas like balancing the
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educational/entertainment value, and programming appropriately according to location
and audience are discussed. In addition to recitals from Carnegie Hall, she broadens her
dataset by using faculty and student recitals from the Eastman School of Music and New
England Conservatory. By including interviews of students and faculty, articles, books,
journals, and analyzing the data she collected, she concluded that the structure of piano
recitals among professionals from the 1990s exhibit more diversity in themes, format, and
overall structure than in the past. 4 However, she argues that music selection has remained
relatively conservative, and the importance placed on entertainment value and variety has
decreased due to the tendency to program larger, more academic works. 5
John Gould’s “What Did They Play? The Changing Repertoire of the Piano Recital
from the Beginnings to 1980,” deals directly with the formation of piano canon and the
various changes that occurred from the first recitals of the early nineteenth century to
1980. 6 Drawing a sample of 280 recitals from an extensive collection of piano programs
accumulated by George Kehler, Gould divides the history of solo piano recitals into five
sections; 1830’s-1860, 1861-1890, 1891-1920, 1921-1950, and 1951-1980, which was
consolidated into three larger periods from the 1830’s-1870, 1871-1950, 1951-1980.
Gould focuses on three questions throughout:
1. What type of recital structures did pianists prefer in each period?
2. What types of repertoire were played?
3. What was the average number of composers presented per recital?
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For the first question, the most drastic change is the transition from mixed to solo
recital. In the early nineteenth century, a recital usually consisted of musicians sharing an
equal amount of stage time with a variety of different performances. A musician playing
an entire recital by themselves would have been thought egotistical, and concert-goers
would find it too homogenous to be entertaining. However, with the rise of the virtuoso
in the mid-nineteenth century, the showmanship, bravura, and novel advances in
keyboard technique was enough to elevate piano as the most popular platform for solo
recitals. 7 However, Gould reveals solo recitals were still not quite “solo” in the United
States until the late 1800s; most performers still had an assistant, who would play or sing
a small piece near the beginning or end of the recital. Other changes include a more
academic presentation of works in chronological order, leading to recitals that included
compositions from the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries as important facets of
piano literature. 8
For the second question, the most significant change is that pianists shifted from
using their own compositions for the bulk of a recital to playing works that had already
been composed. Still, their own compositions were used for the last section (or bracket)
of the recital and remained a part of pianists’ repertoire until the 1910s and 1920s. 9
For the third question, Gould’s analysis shows that the number of composers per
program dropped from six to five during 1921-1950 to three and under from 1951-
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1980. 10 This is a sharp decline, especially when compared with earlier recitals of the
nineteenth century when there were often as many as eleven composers per program.
In his book, Music and the Middle Class: The Social Structure of Concert Life in
London, Paris and Vienna between 1830 and 1848, William Weber discusses the societal
impacts of a rising middle class and the various types of music that grew, branched off,
and flourished in response. 11 Weber talks about the origin of “lowbrow” popular music
and its eventual domination in concert repertoire during the 1800s, owing its success to
the dissemination of sheet music of popular vocal works and easy to play salon pieces.
He also examines the influence of early benefit concerts, which demanded a wide variety
of styles, composers, and artists to draw in a middle class mostly familiar with popular
songs and operas. 12 He gives an overview of the evolution of concerts, including who
went, what was popular, and how turbulent social change over that eighteen-year period
consolidated into a more stable system. His other book and chapter contribution, The
Great Transformation of Musical Taste: Concert programming from Haydn to Brahms
and The History of Musical Canon, provide insight on how compositions are canonized,
and explain the regulatory concepts of the 1800’s that determined repertoire selection. 13
Temporary canonization, survival/revival, and permanent canonization are discussed.
According to Weber, there are two ideas integral to early recitals, miscellany and work
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concept. Miscellany in the context of music can be defined as variety in content and
format, and “served as the regulatory concept during the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries” 14 that dictated program building. In the early eighteenth century, this format
was the preferred style of presentation, usually containing a number of “varied genres,
periods, tastes, and regional origins, from the cosmopolitanism of Italian opera to
distinctive idioms such as a glee in London or Singspiel piece in Leipzig.” 15 Miscellany
is variety for the sake of variety; a multitude of different composers and numerous pieces
may be included, but there is little balance or coherency on a large scale. Work concept
was how art functioned as an “indivisible whole,” 16 meaning how each piece contributed
to the overall cohesiveness and structure of the recital. Work concept came to govern
musical programming in the later nineteenth century in Europe, but lingering
miscellaneous attitudes still permeated recitals in the United States until the early
twentieth century.
In Europe, Weber describes how piano concerts given by Clara Schumann “set the
standard of repertory more influentially than any other pianist.” 17 She consistently
programmed works by Chopin, Beethoven, Bach, and Schumann in the 1840s and 1850s,
and focused more on presenting serious interpretations rather than virtuosity. 18 Recitals
of other pianist like Charles Hallé, Arabella Goddard, and Hans von Bülow followed a
similar model of including mostly classical works. By the 1860's, “recitals had become
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the principal vehicle for pianists favoring classical repertory.” 19 A growing homogeneity
began to emerge within recitals, with more severe Baroque and Classical pieces at the
beginning and lighter works, like song transcriptions or etudes, near the end. It is
important to note that even though the idea of pianists as interpreters of major canonic
works was gaining popularity at the time, it did not mean the previous, miscellaneous
style recital died off. Both coexisted side by side, simultaneously borrowing from each
other, sometimes featuring one more so than the other. The prevalence of one or the other
ultimately depended on the time period, location, and country.
In the later article, Weber gives an overview of musical canon by dividing the
history of Western music into six periods. Starting from the third period of 1800-1870, he
details the “rise of an integrated, international canon that established a much stronger
authority in aesthetic and critical terms.” The development of this canon played a
significant role in unifying musical tastes throughout the Western world, and preserved
the majority of works written before and during this period to serve as the bulk of musical
repertoires. The next period of 1870-1945 is defined as “a stable, but not untroubled,
relationship between canonical repertoires and contemporary music by which first
concert programmes, then opera repertoires, were dominated by the classics, but new
works none the less maintained considerable prominence.” The period from 1945-1980 is
defined by “an extreme, indeed intolerant predominance of classical over contemporary
music in both concert and opera repertoires,” while the last period of 1980-present saw “a

19
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limited but still significant re-emergence of taste for new works, chiefly in avant-garde
artistic circles separate from traditional concert-halls and opera stages.” 20
There are also many works detailing the initial development of the piano recital and
performance practices of the nineteenth century. In Janet Ritterman’s chapter, “Piano
Music and the Public Concert, 1800-1850” the creation of the piano virtuoso and rise of
the public concert is described. 21 In the beginning, pianists were mostly viewed as
composers rather than interpreters. It was “assumed that an established pianist would
wish to perform his own music, and that this was so devised as to demonstrate his facility
and imagination as a composer but also the individual features of his keyboard
technique.” 22 Fireworks, bravura, and entertainment were delivered through fantasies,
etudes, opera transcriptions, and variations. Changing social and musical conditions, such
as a rising middle class, growing cosmopolitan attitudes in cities, and shifting financial
support of music from royalty to the public saw an increase of concertgoers and a
broadening of concert repertoire. There were two types of concerts that artists of the early
nineteenth century could participate in. One was performance opportunities from
orchestra societies, and the other was participating in artist recitals known as benefit
concerts, or soirées. 23 Benefit concerts had a main beneficiary, who would usually play a
concerto with a reduced or scratch orchestra, and a large number of additional
performances. These performances ranged from vocal arias, piano solos, chamber pieces,
and orchestral works, and could have participation from local artists and prominent
20
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virtuosos alike. In terms of repertoire, fantasies, variations, rondos, and improvisations
using well known themes were essential for pianists in these concerts. 24
Improvising and preluding remained in the pianist toolkit until the 1830’s, but fell
out of fashion as they made the shift from composer to interpreter. Some pianists,
however, continued limited preluding and spontaneous improvisations until the early
twentieth century. The next era in the development of the piano virtuoso and solo recital
saw the following: increase in stylistic ranges, increase in the number of compositions
played that were not composed by the pianists themselves, and a developing
chronological awareness in programming. 25 One of the earliest examples of this kind of
recital comes from Ignaz Moscheles in the 1830’s, who “gave a series of soirées which
reflected the changing climate” in London. The first half of the recital consisted of
preludes and fugues by Bach, and Scarlatti, Beethoven, and Weber sonatas, and the
second half contained “contemporary” works composed by himself and Mendelssohn.
Another source that chronicles the evolution of the piano recital from the nineteenth
to twentieth century is Kenneth Hamilton’s After the Golden Age: Romantic Pianism and
Modern Performance, 26 though he mostly focuses on performance practices rather than
canon. By using firsthand accounts describing concerts, biographies, and teachings of
well-known European pianists like Anton Rubinstein, Arthur Friedheim, Hans von Bülow
and others, Hamilton gives insight into the reasoning behind their programming and what
changed over the course of their careers. Much of the logic behind how pianists
programmed in the early days was tied to the distinction between three levels: private
24
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circles, salon playing, and public performance. In the years leading up to the 1840’s, most
pianists were careful not to introduce pieces intended for the first two categories into the
third. Even Clara Schumann was ambivalent about including works that would be more
appropriate for salon playing; she did not program Beethoven sonatas in their entirety for
public performance until 1837. 27 Even in her older, more adventurous years when she
programmed many severe works, they were “always part of a variety program.” 28
Hamilton also offers information about practices that not are explicitly revealed from
looking at a program. He discusses now extinct customs like preluding before or after a
piece, and performer-audience interaction/conversation that were popular components of
the recital structure and atmosphere throughout most of the nineteenth century. These
performance practices may explain some of the eclectic program structures found in early
programs. The presentation of the recital itself was also highly dependent on the
personality of the performer, and in general was considerably more unpredictable. While
presentation today is fairly standardized, many pianists of the past eras had unique and
varied methods that injected much of their personality into the recital experience. Franz
Liszt would converse with attendees and guide them to their seats before the start of the
concert. Anton Rubinstein was said to have wandered the hall in silence in-between
pieces, staring at the paintings and observing the decor until he felt like playing again.
This variety and spontaneity applied to behaviors while playing as well. One of the
renowned European virtuosos, Leopold De Meyer, would sometimes turn to the audience
and glower at those seated while playing. Vladimir de Pachmann, a pupil of Liszt, would

27
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give running commentaries on his performance in front of his audience, some of which
are even audible in recordings. 29
In regards to musical developments of Americans in the nineteenth century, Allen
Lott’s From Paris to Peoria: How European Piano Virtuosos Brought Classical Music to
the American Heartland gives a rundown of America’s first encounters with virtuoso
pianists from Europe. 30 A total of five tours given by Leopold de Meyer, Henri Herz,
Sigismund Thalberg, Anton Rubinstein, and Hans von Bülow from the 1840s to 1870s
are examined. Each virtuoso left a lasting impact on American musical culture and
audience’s perception of classical music, better preparing them to accept Western music
as a valuable, serious art.

Studying Piano Recitals at DePauw
The data on recitals performed was collected from the DePauw Archives and
Special Collections in a number of different formats. 31 A total of 100 programs were
selected from more than 3,000 performances documented in scrapbooks, loose program
material, and bound program books. Selection was limited to recitals where the pianist
performed as the primary soloist. Since the smaller repertoire for concertos and chamber
music generally does not cover as much historical or stylistic variety, recitals that only
presented the performer for a single concerto or chamber-centered concerts were
excluded. However, composers of concertos and chamber works were counted when
appearing as part of a larger solo recital. A total of one-hundred and thirty years were
29
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included, from 1884 to 2014. In order to show the changes through DePauw recitals in a
clear, concise manner, and to follow preexisting models, the data was divided into four
different periods: 1884-1900, 1901-1950, 1951-1980, and 1981-2014. The time frame for
the first period was chosen to show the clear delineation of mixed and solo recitals at
DePauw. The next eighty years were divided in a way to give a similar number of
programs to each period, as well as to show changes in recital content and average
number of composer and pieces. The last period begins with bound program books at
1980 and ends at 2014, where records after have not yet been compiled for the Archives.
The number of programs collected for each period is as follows: 36, 13, 16, and 35.
Composer percentages were calculated by counting the total number of a specific
composer’s appearances in a period, then dividing that individuals total by all composer
appearances for that period. This method was chosen over trying to calculate the “playing
time” different composers occupied per recital and period, because obtaining a
completely accurate and faithful estimate is not possible. The amount of time it takes to
play through pieces varies too much from performer to performer, performance
circumstances, and by musical preferences and historical performance practices that
changed from decade to decade. In addition, sheet music and recordings are not available
for many of the lesser-known pieces in the first two periods.
For the table labeled Percentage of Works Performed by Musical Period,
composers were placed by when they lived, rather than what stylistic category their music
fit into. This is only mentioned because there were troubles in deciding where to place
Rachmaninov. The majority of his piano music fits into neo-romantic category, and
stylistically it is hardly different from late Russian romantic music. Therefore, if
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Rachmaninov were to be placed in the Romantic period, the Post-Romantic percentages
for the three periods after 1901 would be significantly smaller.
For the table labeled Percentage of Major/Minor Works by Period, the percentage
of large versus small works was obtained by comparing piece type and length. Anything
longer than six or seven minutes was put in the “Major” category, as well as pieces that
had more complex structures, like sonatas, ballades, and fantasies. Shorter pieces and
piano miniatures, like etudes, nocturnes, and preludes, were put in the “Minor” category.
It is worth noting that the ratios are not indicative of how much playing time “Major” or
“Minor” works represented. For example, Chopin is listed as 50/50 in the last period, but
that only means that an equal number of major and minor pieces were programmed. If the
percentage for Chopin was changed to represent total playing time of major versus minor
works, large works would occupy about 90%, with an even greater disparity for other
composers.
There are some challenges in applying DePauw recital data to existing literature,
especially with the first three sources. The two dissertations of Chu and Rich provide an
excellent snapshot into what was being played during the years they examined, but do not
take into account changes in piano canon over a continuous stretch of time. Another
problem is that of consistency; one can assume the technique and skill of musicians at
Carnegie Hall would be uniformly high in level. DePauw, in contrast, had recitals by
some nationally (even internationally) known concert pianists, but others ranged from
skilled faculty from neighboring universities to local performers. This may have affected
the overall spread of repertoire selected; even though local professionals can play
extremely difficult standard repertoire at a high level, an internationally renowned pianist

14

might program a full recital with only extremely complex and difficult standard pieces.
This is not a problem shared by Gould, however, whose collection of recitals was drawn
from a variety of sources both in the United States and abroad.
Gould’s presentation and organization is the closest that could be emulated, but not
exactly. Though analysis of DePauw data yields similar results to Gould’s findings, the
time frames for the shifts don’t always line up. There are also fewer recitals from 19001980 compared to the first and last periods. Whether the smaller number is due to
incomplete records, or simply because DePauw was not bringing as many pianists to
perform, the problem remains the same. With a smaller sample set, single composer
recitals or special “themed” recitals can skew the averages in a direction not truly
representative of a comprehensive dataset. These are few and far in between, but their
effect in addition to the scarcity of data during these periods must be acknowledged.

DePauw : 1884-1900
Analysis of DePauw recitals from 1884 to 1900 reveals a preference for variety and
quantity both in pieces and composers presented. In addition, there are several unique
characteristics that help define these years, such as a proclivity of pianist-composers and
mixed recitals. First, there will be a breakdown of the periodicity of composers, common
structuring of recitals and percentage of works performed by musical period. Programs
from each period will then be analyzed, and each section will be ended by comparing
data to any relevant sources in the literature review to provide historical and statistical
context.
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Table 1. Recital Breakdown by Period
Period
Total # of Recitals Mixed Recitals Solo Recitals Avg. # of Piano Compositions Avg. # of Composers
1884-1900
36
24 (66%)
12 (44%)
12
8
1901-1950

13

0

13

10

7

1951-1980

16

0

16

6

6

1981-2014

35

1

34

5

4

Table 2A. Composer Appearance by Period (Classical + Baroque)
Period
1884-1900

Bach
5%

Mozart
2%

Beethoven
10%

1901-1950

4%

3%

7%

1951-1980

4%

4%

4%

1981-2014

6%

3%

11%

16

Table 2B. Composer Appearance by Period (Romantic)
Period
Schubert Chopin Liszt Schumann Brahms Moskowski Henselt
1884-1900
5%
14%
10%
9%
NA
5%
2%
1901-1950

2%

14%

12%

7%

3%

1%

1%

1951-1980

2%

11%

6%

5%

4%

NA

NA

1981-2014

6%

8%

10%

5%

5%

NA

NA

Table 2C. Composer Appearance by Period (Post-Romantic)
Period
1884-1900

Debussy
NA

Ravel
NA

Scriabin
NA

Prokofiev
NA

Bartok
NA

Rachmaninov
NA

Takemitsu
NA

1901-1950

8%

3%

3%

1%

2%

3%

NA

1951-1980

4%

4%

2%

3%

4%

3%

NA

1981-2014

6%

5%

2%

4%

5%

4%

>1%
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Table 3. Percentage of Works performed by Musical Period
Period
1884-1900

Baroque
9%

Classical Romantic
17%
74%

Post-Romantic
NA

1901-1950

5%

10%

69%

16%

1951-1980

6%

17%

39%

38%

1981-2014

13%

17%

36%

34%

Table 4. Percentage of Major/Minor Works by Period
Period
1884-1900

Bach
31/69

Schubert
0/100

Schumann
40/60

Chopin
30/70

Liszt
32/68

Rachmaninov
NA

1901-1950

33/67

0/100

60/40

40/60

45/55

0/100

1951-1980

100/0

NA

100/0

41/59

100/0

0/100

1981-2014

70/30

100/0

100/0

50/50

99/1

0/100

18

As seen in Table 1, there were a total of thirty-six recitals which featured a pianist
as the main soloist. More than half of these recitals (66%) had another performer, most
often a soprano or violinist, though sometimes reduced orchestral accompaniments were
provided by string quartets for piano concertos. The pianist could share the stage with a
complete orchestra, vocalist, or instrumentalist, simultaneously for collaborative
performances or solo by alternating stage time.
There was an average of eight composers per recital, with a high of eleven, and a
low of five. Since this period is unique in that it includes non-piano compositions, an
average of nine composers was taken when factoring in vocal, instrumental, and
orchestral works. The number of pieces per recital averaged around twelve, with a high of
seventeen and a low of seven. For total percentage by musical period in Table 3, the
numbers are 9% for Baroque, 17% for Classical, and 74% for Romantic music. Looking
at Figure 1 shows an attempt to program with some semblance of chronological order;
any Baroque and Classical works would be put in the first two brackets. Afterwards,
however, the rest of the three to five brackets would be filled by Romantic works by an
assortment of different composers. This is best explained by the miscellaneous style of
programming discussed in the literature review.
A breakdown of composers is presented in Table 2. Following Gould’s model, the
data is presented as composer appearances by percentage per period. A total of thirtythree composers were featured. Four composers, Chopin, Liszt, Beethoven, and
Schumann together comprised 44% of all composer appearances with a frequency of
14%, 10%, 10%, and 9% respectively. While Chopin had the highest number of

19

appearances with a total of 28, inclusion of transcriptions (of which Liszt’s takes up an
additional 7.5%) puts Liszt firmly on top with a total of 31 appearances.
In addition to the well-established composers, recitals of this period frequently
featured either the pianists own compositions or works of their fellow concertizing
pianists. Anton Rubinstein and Moskowski each account for 5% of appearances, equal
with Bach and Schubert. Other popular pianists like Adolf Henselt, Louis Gottschalk, and
William H. Sherwood make up a total of 5%, and their works were often performed by
other artists. There were a total of nine concerts in which pianists performed their own
compositions, and twenty-four recitals where pianists played the works of other pianistcomposers.
The purpose of Table 4 is to chart how pianist’s preferences towards major/minor
works of certain composers changed over time. It will not be referenced again until
analysis of the final period, since it will be easier to show the overall changes that
occurred from beginning to end as a whole.
Two recital programs will be examined, a solo recital given by Rive King (Figure
1) and a mixed recital given by William H. Sherwood in Figure 2.

20

Figure 1. Madame Rive-King.
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Figure 2. William H. Sherwood.
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Figure 3. Arthur Rubinstein.

23

Figure 4. Erwin Nyiregyhazi.

24

Figure 5. Jean Charles Kohler.

25

Figure 6. Eugene Mancini.

26

Figure 7. Karol Sue Reddington.

27

Figure 8. Karen Shaw.

28

29

The four composers in Table 2 who have the greatest frequency of appearance are
the most comfortably represented on King’s program. Chopin, Liszt, Schumann, and
Beethoven appear with some of their most popular works during that period. The
structure of this program is inclusive to diversity in style, piece structure, though not
particularly generous to Classical or Baroque genres. The first few brackets of the recital
have a self-contained chronological order, and usually have the heftier works. In this
case, King starts off with a Bach Prelude and Fugue, followed by another Prelude and
Fugue by a now forgotten composer. The final composer in the bracket, Chopin, has three
styles represented. A lyrical, soft, style with a nocturne followed by the G-flat major
black key etude. The first set is ended with the bombastic and frequently played
Polonaise in A-flat. Titling and naming in recital programs during this period can be
vague, and can include descriptions not originally given by the composer. Only one
Chopin Polonaise was given the title of “Grand”, which was composed as part of the
Adante spianto et Grande Polonaise, in E-Flat major, not A-flat. It is also strange to see
that this Polonaise is not listed with its usual nickname, “Heroic.” At the same time,
programs can be strangely lacking in detail, with only the name of the piece (nocturne,
etude) without specifying opus numbers or key.
In the second bracket, King starts off with the most severe work, the Beethoven
Sonata Op. 13, or Pathetique, followed by a virtuoso piano piece written for orchestra
and piano by Saint-Saens. Despite being written for orchestra and piano, there is no
indication if an arrangement for solo piano was used or if a second piano played an
orchestral reduction. The final work, selections from Kreisleriana by Schumann, is the
last of the large scale serious works.
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The next two brackets contain lighter, less serious works. Field, Mendelssohn, and
Ritter provided a much-needed break for the audience, who would have been in their
seats for well over forty-five minutes. The final bracket contains a composition by
another contemporary pianist-composer, Anton Rubinstein, and some of King’s own
compositions. She ends the set by playing Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 for a
display of pyrotechnics. In total, there are twelve composers represented, and seventeen
pieces played.
William H. Sherwood was one of the first American pianists to gain recognition
and concertize widely. He was a child prodigy, and had the advantage of studying abroad
in Europe, an important requirement for popularity in the United States in the late
nineteenth century. He taught at the Conservatory of Music in Chicago, and performed at
DePauw numerous times at the end of the nineteenth century.
This concert is the most eclectic to modern day viewers. The orchestra opens with a
Mozart overture and an unspecified work from Verdi’s Ernani. Following this, Sherwood
makes his first appearance with the entire B-flat Chopin Sonata, two Songs without
Words, and a concert waltz by Wieniawski, a popular Polish composer. He is followed by
soprano Alison Fernie, who performs a single aria before being replaced by the orchestra
with performances of Wagner and Beethoven. When Sherwood returns, the content
played is similar to the ending brackets of purely solo recitals, with light Chopin and Raff
pieces, ending with a hefty, virtuosic showpiece. The concert does not end here,
however; Fernie returns to perform two more vocal works, and the recital is finished by
the orchestra with Mascagni and Bizet. In total, there are fifteens composers and sixteen
pieces present on this recital. There is little chronological sense and late romantic music
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is in the overwhelming majority. A historical perspective, however, will help place this
style of recital in the context of early nineteenth century benefit concerts.
The findings at DePauw fit comfortably into Gould’s research. On mixed recitals,
he found they were mostly abandoned by 1891, earlier so in Europe. However, the
majority of recitals at DePauw from 1884 to 1900 were mixed despite these claims. How
should this be reconciled? Gould offers one solution, saying that of the few mixed recitals
that lingered after 1890, most “were played in the USA which was some thirty years
behind Western Europe in the development of public music.” 32 When comparing
attitudes and level of exposure to classical music in Europe, it is safe to say that America
was significantly behind. Ruth Anne Richard puts it bluntly, stating “Great music was not
a part of the American tradition.” 33 The naiveté manifested itself in the tendency to lean
towards the sensational and over-the-top extravagance, as well as plain ignorance. For the
public, virtuosic variations on themes like Yankee Doodle were a must, and the more
performers one could cram on stage, the better. One anecdote recalls a “helpful stagehand
reminding the great pianist Anton Rubinstein that he, like other minstrels, should blacken
his face before his concert.” 34 While the musical situation of the United States had
certainly improved by 1884 thanks to previous touring musicians who introduced
“canonic” works to bewildered Americans, pianists still played things safe by making
sure that larger works were sufficiently padded by smaller pieces.
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1901-1950
Recitals of the first three decades of the twentieth century did not show significant
deviation from the first period, but began to exhibit similarities with modern
programming in the last decade. Looking back to Table 1, mixed recitals have been
entirely replaced by solo recitals. In addition to lacking additional performers or small
chamber groups, there were no gala style concerts that had a full orchestra.
There was an average of seven composers per recital, with a high of seventeen, and
a low of three. The number of pieces per recital averaged at ten, with a high of twenty
and a low of three. For total percentage by musical period in Table 3, the numbers are 5%
for Baroque, 10% for Classical, 69% for Romantic, and 16% for Post-Romantic music.
Romantic music still had the largest percentage because of the higher average of pieces
per recital. Even though pianists programmed chronologically, they seemed to prefer
filling the majority of brackets with popular Romantic works instead of including a
proportional amount of compositions from Classical, Baroque, and Post-Romantic eras.
Looking at Table 2, three of the most popular composers from the last period once
again occupy top spots. Chopin appears at 14%, Liszt at 12%, Debussy at 8%, and
Beethoven at 7%. From 1901 to the 1920s, preference for variety still ensured that
composers who did not have the same canonic prestige as Beethoven or Chopin could
still appear on programs, like Moszkowski (1%), Henselt (1%), MacDowell (1%), and
Grieg (2%). However, in the last decade from 1940 to 1950, they do not appear at all.
Relatively “new” music, meaning music composed at the end of the nineteenth century or
during the early twentieth century, fared excellently during this period. Composers like
Scriabin, Debussy, Ravel, Prokofiev, Bartok, and Rachmaninov in Table 2C made their
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DePauw debut, and were represented comfortably despite not having the same reputation
as Romantic and Classical composers. This falls in line with the analysis of canon from
1900-1945 given by Weber in the literature review. The piano canon begun to center
itself on significant composers, but was still inclusive to composers of less skill, luck, or
reputation. At this point it was still possible for newer composers of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century to have their works performed and eventually preserved in
the piano canon.
The next two programs that will be examined are from the recitals of Arthur
Rubinstein (Figure 3) and Erwin Nyregyhazi (Figure 4). Arthur Rubinstein starts off his
recital with Carvanal, Op. 9, by Schumann, followed by a bracket of Chopin works
containing a variety of piece types. This bracket contains one substantial work, three
small-scale works, and closes with the Heroic Polonaise. The final bracket contains short
pieces by five different composers. Three of the composers fit into the post-Romantic
category, while Liszt and Tausig fit into the Romantic category. The overall structure of
his recital is split into three brackets, with a strong predominance of Romantic music over
all other types. There are a total of seven composers and eleven pieces.
Erwin Nyregyhazi starts his recital with Beethoven’s final sonata, Op. 111 in Cminor, followed by a Liszt transcription of Schubert’s The Erlking. The next bracket has
three Romantic composers, starting with a piano transcription of Valse Triste by Sibelius,
followed by a short piece by Grieg, and ended by the Chopin’s Heroic Polonaise. The last
two brackets are considerably shorter, each containing two pieces. The third is comprised
of two Scriabin works, one “major” and one “minor.” The fourth bracket contains two
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pieces, the short Arabesque by Debussy, and the Hungarian Rhapsody No.2 by Liszt.
There are a total of eight composers and nine pieces presented on this recital.
Again, there are parallels between Gould’s research and DePauw recitals. He
creates a category that “expands the range of composers culturally rather than
chronologically” that contains commonly performed composers like Grieg and
MacDowell. These composers were popular despite their nationalities, Norwegian and
American respectively, when emphasis and reverence was usually placed on either
composers of Germanic heritage, or composers of historical significance. He puts the
range of their popularity from 1891-1920, but points out that by 1950 they have “almost
completely disappeared.” 35 In regards to the number of composers, Gould notes there was
a “limited but definite movement towards a smaller spread.” 36

1950-1980
Recitals of this period showed the most drastic change in overall format and
repertoire selection. Looking back at Table 1, the average number of piano compositions
per recital dropped from ten to six, nearly declining by half. The highest number of
pieces presented was twelve, while the lowest was two. The average number of
composers dropped to six, with a high of seven and a low of two. Looking at Table 3,
Baroque music is represented at 6%, Classical at 17%, Romantic at 39%, and PostRomantic at 38%.
A new addition to programs of this period is intermissions. Before the year 1950,
there was only one recital that had an intermission included on the program. However,
35
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from 1951-1980, 58% of recitals with more than one significant work had an intermission
dividing the program in half. There could be several reasons for the apparent lack of
intermissions; overall flow in the past would be quicker due to the shorter length of
pieces. The addition of an intermission may have also seemed unnecessary if the practice
of improvising between the end of one piece and beginning of the next is taken into
consideration. However, an argument for its inclusion is that it provided audience
members the chance to mentally refresh between large, musically complex works, which
were becoming more common. In the end, it is impossible to conclude that there were no
intermissions at DePauw recitals before this period; they could have felt it was not
necessary to include them on programs and just announced them before the recital began.
Table 2 shows Chopin at 11%, Liszt at 6%, and Schumann at 5%. Beethoven
appears at 4% but is tied with a large number of post-Romantic composers. The
composers that were introduced in the 1880s-1920s thrived. Bartok, Debussy, Scriabin,
Prokofiev, and Rachmaninov appear on nearly all recitals. The increase for Mozart at 4%
and Schubert at 3% is mostly due to the inclusion of their piano sonatas, which were not
commonly played before the 1950’s. This is indicated in both DePauw datasets and
Gould’s analysis. 37 The frequency of appearance for previously popular “lesser”
composers decreased; past favorites like Grieg, MacDowell, Henselt, Moszkowski,
Palmgreen, etc., fail to appear even once. The majority of names appearing on programs
at this point are major canonic figures, and only four new composers were introduced:
Igor Stravinsky, Goffredo Petrassi, Alban Berg, and Samuel Barber, who together only
account for 3% of total composer appearances.
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The two recitals that will be examined were given by Jean Charles Kohler (Figure
5), and Eugene Mancini (Figure 6). Brackets have slimmed down to contain either a few
small works or one large work on their own. The first two sections contain complete
sonatas in chronological order, Mozart’s A-Major Sonata and Samuel Barber’s Sonata.
An intermission is followed by one “major” Chopin work and two “minor”; a Ballade,
Berceuse, and waltz. The fourth section has three small works by Rachmaninov, one
lyrical and two with more movement and energy. The final bracket ends with two
virtuosic works by Ravel. There are a total of five composers and ten pieces on this
recital.
The piano recital of Mancini follows a similar format to Kohler, with a Mozart
piano sonata and Schubert piano sonata, followed by an intermission. A group of three
preludes by Debussy gives a welcome contrast to the Germanic/Austrian majority. The
recital concludes with another large-scale work, one of the most beloved Schumann
compositions, the Symphonic Etudes. In Mancini’s recital, there are four composers
represented, and six pieces played.
Analysis of recitals in this period reveals that the number of pieces and composers
presented per program fell significantly, and that recital programs were increasingly
centered on a smaller number of larger works. This was corroborated by Gould, who
found that “total composer appearances declined from over 300 to 177, so that the
average number of composers per recital fell sharply below three.” 38 While the decrease
in composer per recital at DePauw is not as drastic as Gould’s, it is still significant
several ways. The trend towards playing larger works removed from circulation the
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unfortunate composers who no longer had their usual place in the last few brackets.
However, there was a one positive outcome; pianists by default were forced to be more
inclusive when considering what musical periods to include, leading to greater amount of
Baroque, Classical, and post-Romantic music featured on recitals.

1981-2014
Recitals during this period are identical to today’s format in structure, repertoire,
and composers selected. Looking back at Table 1, the average number of compositions
presented per recital is five, with a high of twelve (this was a themed recital showcasing
various Swiss composers, thus the high number) and a low of one. The average number
of composers was four, with a high of eleven and a low of one. Table 3 is nearly identical
as it was in the last period, except for the small increase in Baroque music.
The three most frequently played composers were Beethoven at 11%, Liszt at 10%,
and Chopin at 8%. Beethoven’s large output of piano sonatas kept him in relatively high
standings throughout the century, but with the ever declining number of pieces per
recital, the length and quality of those sonatas made him particularly popular in this era.
The spot for fourth most played is tied between Schubert, Bach, and Debussy at 6% each.
In contrast to the earliest periods, Schubert works performed are now almost exclusively
limited to his Sonatas. Ravel, Brahms, and Schumann are tied at 5%, with other major
composers like Prokofiev, Bartok, and Scriabin represented at 4%, 3%, and 2%
respectively.
Table 4 shows that the majority of works performed from canonic composers now
fit into the “Major” category, with the exception of Rachmaninov. Due to his large output
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of high quality “Minor” works, like the several sets of preludes and etudes, Rachmaninov
ended up taking on the role that composers like Chopin had once filled. While large scale
works had come to dominate the majority of the recital, it is also common to see smallmedium works played together as complete sets. Preludes, impromptus, and other small
pieces could be performed together to serve as one or more “major” works.
The final two pianists that will be examined are Karol Sue Reddington (Figure 7)
and Karen Shaw (Figure 8). Reddington starts out with a Mozart Theme and Variations
before playing the Beethoven Sonata Op. 57, “Appasionata.” After a brief intermission,
four Rachmaninov preludes are played, and the set is ended by Chopin’s Ballade in Gminor. Reddington has a total of four composers and seven compositions on her recital.
Shaw begins her recital with the “Waldstein” Sonata by Beethoven, followed by
two substantial works from Liszt’s Années de Pèlerinage. After the intermission, a large
bracket of Chopin is played with “major” works enclosing several small pieces. Her final
bracket also ends with the same Chopin Ballade in G-minor. Shaw’s recital contains three
composers and eight pieces. Structure of recitals at this point have become cleaner,
cohesive, and embody the work concept structure discussed by Weber.
Gould’s analysis ends at 1980, but there are still some apparent trends that can be
gleaned from DePauw recitals for the years after. 1981-2014 is both inclusive and
exclusive; recitals from this period have the most stylistic awareness, typically
representing a minimum of three to four musical periods. Pianists of the last thirty years
have also made more efforts to include contemporary composers like Vincent Frohne,
Luciano Berio, Toru Takemitsu, Frederic Rzewski, and Tobias Ticker. However, most
only appear once, and the vast majority of content programmed comes from the eleven
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composers listed in Table 2. In addition, all of the contemporary composers were born
during the 1920-1950’s with the latest born in 1954. Of all the composers represented,
not a single one was born after 1960.
Recitals of this period are fairly predictable; trends, patterns, and repertoire pairings
are often repeated. For example, the typical recital will start with a Baroque or Classical
work, usually a Bach Prelude and Fugue or a Mozart Sonata. This can be followed by a
Beethoven or Schubert Sonata, and then an intermission. After the intermission, there can
be several different combinations; a bracket containing only Rachmaninov, Chopin,
Debussy, or a large scale Liszt or Chopin work, ending with something from the
twentieth century. This formula can be dressed up and mixed around in a variety of ways,
but the content and repertoire selection is still limited. Although speaking of recitals
before 1980, Gould makes an observation relevant to today that “quite contrary to what
one might have expected, in view of the ever increasing availability of recorded and
broadcast music, piano recitals of the late 20th century, judging by Kehler’s repertoires,
seem to have relied to a greater extent than those of 1891-1920 on frequent repetition of a
very limited range of works, and even identical repetition of entire programmes in several
centres.” 39

Conclusion
Recitals at DePauw do reflect the changes in piano canon, namely its
establishment, consolidation, and reduction. This observation is, however, the easiest part
of this study; the difficulty lies in trying to make sense of whether or not these changes
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are for the better or worse. The next few paragraphs will attempt to examine the benefits
and drawbacks, as well as offer additional reasons as to why the canon may have
changed.
There are several arguments one could make in favor of slimming down the canon.
Some would say that the canonic “master” composers whose works are still played today
remain simply because their craftsmanship was better. Why waste time with mediocrity
or even decent quality when there are works good enough to perform or listen to for a
lifetime? From an educational standpoint, it gives the most to the developing musician,
introducing them to the core components of different stylistic periods and techniques,
using music from composers who didn’t just imitate but who innovated and defined the
styles themselves. Thus great importance and emphasis is put on learning and presenting
these works during formative years and after.
Negative perceptions towards musical miscellany and the debate over its necessity
as a regulatory concept may have served as an important factor in reducing the piano
canon and simplifying recital structure. With the passage of time, the piano canon grew
as an increasing number of composers and genres were added. The old “grand” style of
programming became too cumbersome to unify wildly different musical threads in a
cohesive fashion. Weber states “the ‘miscellany’ of genres gave way to musical
homogeneity ... accompanied by an unprecedented diversity in historical periods
represented,” 40 something that is evident when examining the last three periods.
Therefore, another argument for the reduction of piano canon is that it reduced the
hegemony of Romantic music and made way for a more diversified musical presentation.
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However, these advantages are not without drawbacks. While pianists have the
ability to select from a massive repertoire of works by established canonic composers,
recitals today rarely ever reach the pre-1920 levels of variety when considering the
number of composers per recital, types of pieces, number of performers, etc. It is also
harder for new composers to successfully navigate the already difficult process of
canonization, and their music comprises an astonishingly small amount of total repertoire
being performed presently.
For pianists, this is relevant in several ways; their repertoire is larger and more
extensive than any other musician’s, and a pianist could spend a lifetime and not even
master a quarter of it. Unfortunately, this vast selection comes with certain strings
attached. There is repertoire that pianists are expected to play and recital formats that
pianists are expected to follow, and not adhering to these expectations risks alienating
audience members and critics alike. Concert-goers already have an idea of what they will
hear and how they will hear it before they go. Pianists are in some ways stuck; while
other instrumentalists and vocalists are once again experimenting with mixed recitals,
unconventional formats and themes, and unique presentations, pianists often trod out the
same repertoire in the same, predictable ways. Looking into the past and observing why
and how things changed can help pianists find a better balance between tradition and
variety, and to break out from the mold that has been setting over the past seventy years.
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